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API keys are configured into the Ship/FX Account Profiles 
and connected utilizing the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
configuration through eFORMz. An API call to Pitney Bowes 
returns the label. eFORMz takes output from the WMS/
ERP/OMS/CMS, formats it with the label and outputs it. 

Minisoft USPS Connector

Shipping via USPS with Pitney Bowes
Unlike vendors who only offer access to discounted USPS Priority Mail, 

Parcel Select and First Class rates, Pitney Bowes also provides value-added 
services and capabilities that form a more complete solution for the needs 

of today’s growing ecommerce shippers.

Harness the power of the Pitney Bowes Parcel Service API for generating USPS 
labels, with Minisoft’s USPS Connector. Minisoft’s USPS Connector integrates with 
a wide variety of WMS, ERP and order management solutions, including Acumatica, 
Blue Yonder, CGS (Blue Cherry), EnVista, HighJump, Infor, Manhattan Associates, 
Microsoft Dynamics, Oracle, QAD, NetSuite, SAP and many more!
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Ship/FX: an eFORMz® App
Ship/FX was developed in eFORMz. As an 
eFORMz App, Ship/FX can generate a wide 
variety of forms and labels including bills of 
lading, drop ship packing lists and barcode 
labels. Ship/FX easily installs as an eFORMz 
software extension. 
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Ship/FX®

Minisoft’s multicarrier shipping solution supports both parcel and freight (LTL/FTL) 
shipping. Choose from over 100 parcel carrier shippers including FedEx, UPS, USPS, 
DHL, Purolator, OnTrac, Lasership or Spee-dee. Ship internationally with Canada 
Post, Canpar, TNT, Royal Mail, Chile Express, Deutsche Post and more. ShipFX 
customers needing to ship via truck have access to over 350 trucking companies 
with ShipFX’s freight shipping option.

Black box parcel shipping
• Use Ship/FX to automatically ship 

orders without the need for a              
traditional shipping station. 

• If you have your packages’ weights 
and dimensions, Ship/FX can process 
your orders and rate shop for the 
optimum shipment method based on 
business rules you define.

Browser-based shipping station
• Ship/FX also includes an easy-to-use 

browser-based shipping station that 
allows access to all your parcel and 
LTL/FTL carriers from a single user 
interface.

• Easily enter weights & dimensions.
• Avoid failed deliveries using the built-

in Ship/FX global address validation 
feature.

Pitney Bowes Standard Returns 
Label
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